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NB ARKHOLM
£48,995.00

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Style

Reverse Layout

Berth

4

Length

57ft

+ 57ft Dutch Barge Style, 2005
+ 43Hp Beta with Gen Set

HULL:

This unusual dutch barge style narrowboat would make a good live
aboard boat. It has a demount-able wheel house. She has a large water
tank, and two diesel tanks one for propulsion and one for heating. She
has Wesley marine arch topped windows in black and is in burgundy
with cream coach lines and a cream roof with burgundy dog boxes.
(Paint work in need of attention)
Height to cabin centre - 6ft 2"

BERTHS:

2/4 Berth
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SALOON:

From the wheel house you enter down steps in to the salon area, on
your right is a cupboard housing the inverter and other electrical
switches. There is a built in sofa which converts to a bed and a half
height television unit forms part of the dinette. To the side is a Firefox,
solid fuel stove with 5 KW output. There is a large dinette upholstered in
dark red to match the curtains and sofa with a sizable table. There are
also two covered radiators. There is a concealed entrance to the
kitchen.

GALLEY:

Re-ﬁtted in 2019 this galley kitchen is modern bright and airy it has
high gloss grey/green cupboard doors with black handles and a white
marble eﬀect work top. She has a large 1 1/2 bowl stainless steel sink,
under the sink is a built in waste bin. There is a stainless steel eye level
Thetford Grill and Oven and a Thetford 160 series hob and a microwave.
Under the counter is also an Indesit washer/dryer and a shoreline 12v
fridge freezer along with a number of storage cupboards.

BATHROOM:

This walk though bathroom continues with the modern theme, It has
stunning ridged tiles in a light colour, a lovely vanity unit a cassette
toilet and a quadrant shower with glazed doors. The shower has a
thermostatic mixer and is covered in a marble grey wet wall.

BEDROOM:

Entry to the bedroom is via a small corridor which houses a full height
shelved storage cupboard and access to the cassette toilet. The
bedroom takes advantage of the Dutch barge style boat and provides a
king sized bed which completely ﬁlls the width of the boat. Storage
areas beyond the bed are hidden by a blind, to the side of the bed is a
wardrobe area and under the bed a number of new drawer units have
been installed. Curtains similar to the lounge are held away from the
portholes by tie backs and two individually switched lights provide
ambient lighting. Fresh air and a means of escape is provided by the
side doors by the storage cupboard.
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ENGINE AND
ELECTRICS:

The boat is powered by a cocooned Beta marine 43 Hp engine with
7kVA travel power. The vertical caloriﬁer is also in the engine bay. Along
with 5 leisure batteries and 1 starter battery
There is a steering wheel in the wheel house which is controlled by a
hydraulics. A vetus bow thruster, Victron Phoenix 3Kw inverter charger.
Blacked and engine service 2017 . Heating is provided by a Webasto
diesel heater and radiators and the s/f stove.

OTHER
EQUIPMENT:

Boat Pole, a Boat hook, 4 x life rings, 2 x 13Kg Gas bottles, Hose pipe
and reel, Anchor, Plank, Mooring equipment and tools.

If you are thinking of visiting us to view this narrowboat we strongly
INTERESTED IN
recommend you telephone us before setting out, to make sure it is still
THIS BOAT?
available for sale and hasn't just gone "Under Oﬀer".

Category: Sold

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
57ft Dutch Barge Style, 2005
Hull by Soar Valley Steel Boats
43Hp Beta with Gen Set
4 Berth, Diesel heating with Radiators, S/F Stove
£54,000
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